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The initial assignment for the Ferry Task Force was to report back to 
the County Council by August 1 on recommendations on:



 

Fare levels with different fare structure options



 

Classification of ferry operating costs versus capital costs


 

Potential for changes in expenses and revenues


 

Policies to improve the long-term fiscal balance in the ferry fund, the 
efficiency of ferry operations, and the quality of ferry operations.

They told us to examine and consider:



 

Historical data and projections on the ferry’s costs, ridership, operation, 
fare levels and revenue



 

Other ferries, particularly other WA county ferries


 

Accounting practices and state revenues


 

Capital needs of the ferry system


 

Transportation needs of ferry users and the nature of trips


 

Impact on the economy and tax bases

Now the question of how to reduce expenses is important not just to fare 
prices, but to maintaining the ferry system during a county budget shortfall.



Where to find 20% 
- $500,000 ?

2011 Budget for 
Operating the Ferry: 

$2,680,000







Questions that are answered in a fare schedule:

• Does every person pay the same amount?  If not, how do we define the 
lines between different groups of people (fare classes)?

• Do all vehicles pay the same amount?  If not, how do we define the lines 
between different groups of vehicles (fare classes)?

• What about motorcycles and bicycles?

• Is there a quantity discount?  How big a quantity?

And one other that the task force added:
• Can we simplify the fare schedule from the current 29 different classes of 

people and vehicles.  



The Draft Fare Schedules 
express the following community values:

• Frequent ferry users should pay less than visitors, and summer visitors buying 
single trips should have a surcharge applied.

• Families with children through age 18 should have incentives to live on and 
visit the island.

• Low income households should have incentives to live on the island (but not 
just visit), and the standards for low income should not vary by age. 

• Everyone over 18 should pay to use the ferry – including full time students, 
crew and county vehicles (except for emergency vehicles – ambulance, 
sheriff, and fire department).

• Vehicle fares should be charged based upon deck space used, plus a 
multiplier for weight that is applied based on length.

• Motorcycles and bicycles should pay the same amount.

• Rather than having 10 and 25 punchcards, have one trip quantity that will be 
cheaper to purchase than the current 25 trip denomination. (not resolved)



Fare Schedules – Simplify and meet revenue target
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